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Abstract
Emergent vegetation along the banks of a river channel influences its conveyance considerably. The total channel discharge
can be estimated as the sum of the discharges of the vegetated and clear channel zones calculated separately. The vegetated
zone discharge is often negligible, but can be estimated using established methods if necessary. The clear channel discharge
can be estimated either through application of a resistance equation using a composite resistance coefficient, or by integration of the transverse distribution of the depth-averaged velocity. Recommendations are made for estimating the composite
resistance coefficient, and the coefficient for the vegetation interface. An equation for the integrated velocity distribution
is also presented, together with a procedure for its application. The methods reliably reproduce resistance coefficients and
conveyances measured in laboratory channels
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Nomenclature
A		 :
a x		 :
B		 :
bm		 :
bf		 :
			
bfo		 :
CD		 :
D		 :
d		 :
F		 :
f		 :
f b		 :
f I		 :
f To		 :
f v		 :
g		 :
hT		 :
K		 :
l		 :
n		 :
Q		 :
R		 :
Rv		 :
S		 :
s		 :
T		 :
Twide :
Tnarrow :
u*v		 :
V		 :
Vinf		 :

cross-sectional area
longitudinal spacing of vegetation stems
clear channel bed width
transition width within vegetation
transition width within vegetation plus half or full 		
clear channel width
half or full clear channel width
vegetation stem drag coefficient
flow depth
vegetation stem diameter
resistance coefficient for vegetation
Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient
resistance coefficient for bed
flow interaction contribution to f v
vegetation structure contribution f v
resistance coefficient for vegetation interface
gravitational acceleration
flow depth at vegetation interface
empirical constant equal to 2.2
concentration length for flow through vegetation
Manning’s resistance coefficient
discharge
hydraulic radius
vegetation zone hydraulic radius
channel energy slope
vegetation stem spacing
transition width in clear channel
transition width for narrow clear channel
transition width for wide clear channel
shear velocity on vegetation interface
depth-averaged velocity
depth-averaged velocity unaffected by vegetation
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V/max :
Vmax :
			
Vveg		 :
y		 :
			
ρ		 :
τ		 :

dimensionless maximum velocity
maximum depth-averaged velocity on transverse 			
profile
velocity within vegetated zone
transverse distance measured from an origin within 		
the vegetation
water density
shear stress on bed

Introduction
Vegetation, (for example reeds) occurs commonly along the
banks and instream bars of rivers, and is often emergent during
low flows. Emergent bank vegetation has significant influence
on the channel hydraulics, including the turbulence structure
(e.g. Choi and Kang, 2006 and Nadaoka and Yagi, 1998), velo
city distribution (e.g. Nuding, 1991; 1994), and the overall conveyance (e.g. James et al., 2001). Depending on the application
required, these phenomena and their effects can be described
at different levels of resolution. Many environmental and
engineering applications require only prediction of flow depths
and cross-section average velocities for specified discharges,
however, which do not usually require high resolution modelling. This paper focuses on the relation between discharge and
flow depth at low flows, and is intended to contribute primarily
to environmental studies. As such, it considers only the hydraulic influence of in-channel bank vegetation where the water
surface is below both the top of the vegetation (i.e. the vegetation is emergent) and the top of the banks. The hydraulics of
this situation differs from that of floodplain vegetation in a
compound channel (Helmiö, 2004), and the methods proposed
cannot be applied to overbank flows. In view of the limited
data generally available for environmental studies, the methods
described are simple enough to be used with limited site data.

Vegetated zone discharge
Following the flow-resistance approach, the discharge in a
channel zone can be calculated from the gross continuity
formulation:
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